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Pin  AND  Pin'  COBORDISM

V.   GIAMBALVO

Abstract. The cobordism group fi*ln'of smooth manifolds with

a Pin structure on the stable normal bundle is computed. The image

Q*in'-*9t* is determined, and some generators for ii£in and QVn'

are given.

1. Notation. All manifolds will be smooth of class C°°, and compact.

The Lie group Pin(«) is the double covering of 0(n) whose identity com-

ponent is Spin(«). (See [3] for details.) Let O, SO, Spin, and Pin denote

the usual stable groups. A bundle | has a Pin structure if u'2(£) + >v?(f)=0.

To see this consider the diagram of fibrations

7JPin(l)^7/Pin

I   .   1
BO(l) —»- BO —► KiZ2, 2).

We need to find/*(t). But since the identity component of B Pin is B Spin,

f*(i) = w2+awl where a eZ2. Since Pin(l)=Z4, the fibration B Pin(l)->-

BO(l) is nontrivial, hence i*f* 0)^0. But w2=0 in BO(l), so a=\. (This

argument is due to R. E. Stong, and corrects the statement in [6].) A

manifold is called a Pin mainfold if its stable tangent bundle t has a Pin

structure, and a Pin' manifold if its stable normal bundle v has a Pin

structure. Pin and Pin' do not coincide, since w2(t) = w2ív) + wIív). For

example, RPin is a Pin' manifold, and RP*n+a js a p¡n manifold.

In [2] ü£in was calulated by using the isomorphism ß£in^i>4pin(Ä7,0°).

Analogously there is the following long exact sequence, due to Stong,

relating Spin and Pin' cobordism, where A is the cobordism theory

introduced in [4]

..._». OsP'n _j- A    _^ Opin   _^ OsPin     .  . . .

2. Algebraic methods. Let M be a closed manifold. Since the stable

normal bundle v of M has a Pin structure iff w2iv) + w\iv)=Ç>, the classifying

space B Pin' may be obtained from BO by killing w2+w\, i.e., B Pin'(«) is

the total space of the fibration over BOiri) induced from the path space
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over KiZ2, 2) via the map sending the fundamental class to w2+wl, and

B Pin' = lim B Pin'(«). A standard Serre spectral sequence argument shows

the following.

Lemma 2.1.    (a) H*(B Pin'; Z2)^H*(BO; Z2)/lm(H*(K(Z2; 2), Z2))

™Z2[Wi, i^2j+l,i>0, y^O].

(b) H*(B Pin'(«), k)^H*(BO(n), k) ifk=Zv or Q, for all n.

Let yn be the pullback of the canonical bundle over BO(n) to B Pin'(«),

and MPin'(«) = M(y„). Following Thorn, there is a cofibration BO(n)-+

BO(n+l)-^MO(n + l). Lifting this over B Pin' gives a cofibration

5Pin'(«)->5Pin'(«+l)^MPin'(«+l). Then (b) implies H*(MVin'(n))®

k*¿H*(MO(n))®k for k=Zp or Q. So //*(MPin')®/c=0, and hence all

elements of Í2*"1' have order a power of 2. For the remainder of this note,

all homology and cohomology will be with coefficients Z2.

Since a Spin bundle has a Pin structure and a Pin' structure, there is a

map a:£ Spin^S Pin' with a.*:H*(B Pin')^H*(B Spin) given by

a*(vvi) = H'i if Ml and a*(w1)=0. So as a ring but not as an ¿é module

H*iB Pin') «* H*iB Spin) 0 Z2[wx]

and via the Thorn isomorphism

H*iM Pin') m H*iM Spin) 0 Z2[wx] as Z2 vector spaces.

Also Q*m is an Í2|pin module, since the product of a Spin manifold and a

Pin' manifold is a Pin' manifold. Note that B Spin is the sphere bundle of

the line bundle £ over B Pin' with wxH) = wx.

We now define the building blocks of//*(M Pin') as an s/ module. Let

W, W be graded vector spaces over Z2, with a basis for W being {xj,

z'^0, deg(x,)=4/ and a basis for W being {yitzit uity'6}, /^0, with

deg(7¿)=4/, deg(zí)=4/+2, deg(«j)=4i + 3, deg(j0)=l. Let M be the

quotient of s¿®W by the relations S^S^ÍXo^fj, 5^25,^3(.v¿_1) = S<71(^i),

/■>0. Let N be the quotient of si®W by the relations Sq1iz0) = Sq2iy'0),

Sq1izi+x) = Sq2Sq3izi)-\-Sq2Sq2iui). Note that the submodules of A gener-

ated by y i and u¡ are free.

For any finite sequence J=ijx,j2, ■ • ■ ,jr) of integers, let niJ)=jx +

• • ■ +y'r. Let V be the graded Z2 vector space with basis {vj}, where J runs

over all finite sequences of integers (y\, • • • ,jr) withy'¿> 1 andy¿^y!+1 for

all / and «(7) is even. Define deg(yt/)=4«(J). Let V have basis {i/r} with

J running through all finite sequences (y\, ■ ■ ■ ,jr) withy',> 1 and j¿^ji+x

for all i, and «(7) odd. Define deg(u})=4«(J) —2. Then from [1] we have

that there is a vector space V such that H*(M Spin) ^¡s/1 s/iSq1, Sq2)<S> V®

s/¡s/iSq3)®V'®s/<S>V, and furthermore Khas no elements of degree less

than 20. Let f be an indeterminate of degree 1, and let V"=V(&Zi[£].
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Theorem 2.1.    As an s/ module H*(M Pin') is isomorphic to

iM®V)®iN® V) © is/ ® V").

Proof. Let P=M®V®N®V'®#/®V". The map a*:7/*(MPin')^-

//*(MSpin) has a Z2-module inverse g with g(u>¿ ■ ■ ■ rv¿ t/Spin) =

wi, " ' ' wi ^Pin'> where t/denotes the Thorn class. Let ai/= l®Vj, ßj=l®

t/r,y¿bethe s/ module generators in H*(M Spin). Define/:P->H*(M Pin')

by defining it as follows on the generators, and extending to an s/ map.

/<*< 0 e» = wïgiocj),

fiji ® v'j) = wfgißj),   f(y¿ ® p» = wlg(/5»,

/(z¿ 0 o» = wï'VgO?,).   /(u, ® ir» = w\i+3gißj),

fil ® f*^) = w\giyt),    where í¿ runs through a basis of P.

It is routine to check that the map is well defined on P. For example, if

gißj)=PjU, then Sq'Pj = 0 = Sq2pj, SO Sq2Sq\pJU) = Sq2ipJw1U) = 0.

Also we have Sq2(g(ßJ)) = Sq1iw1g(ßj)) + w2g(ßJ), and therefore for any

integer y'^0 and for any sequence 7, w[SqI(g(aI)), w[SqI(g(ßJ)) and

w[SqIig(yl)) are in the image off. Since the {olj, ßj, yj form an j/ basis

for 7/*(A/Spin), and H*(M Pin')«ü7/*(MSpin)®Z2[vv1] as vector spaces,

/must be onto. A counting argument then shows/must be an isomorphism.

The next step is to compute the E2 term of the Adams spectral sequence.

This is Exts/(H*(M Pin'), Z2) = Extr/(M®V; Z2)®ExtsJiN®V ; Z2)©

Extfi,(j/®F"; Z2) = ExtJM; Z2)® F©Extv(/V; Z2)®F'©F". But Mm

(M ® ^ j/x) ®^ ¿/ and Ar«s(A/ ®j/ ¿a^) ®^  ^/ since the only relations

o    i 10      11

t — s

*3

12 13      14     15     16

Ext^ (M, Zs)

Figure 1
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Figure :

in M and N come from s/x is/x is the subalgebra of sí generated by

1, Sq1, and Sq2). Hence we need only compute Ext^A/ ®^ s/x;Z2) and

Exts/i(A/'®c/ s/x; Z2). Since s/x is six dimensional, one can do this as in

[4] or via a filtration. Figures 1 and 2 give a picture of the answer in low

dimensions.

Here vertical lines denote multiplication by «0 and diagonal lines multi-

plication by hi, and multiplication by m corresponds to multiplication by

[to] e í¿|pin (see [2]). Exts^(M, Z2)=0 unless t-s=0, 2, 3, 4 mod 8, and

E\t'J(N, Z2)=0 for t-s^0, 2, 3, 4 mod 8, with s>0.

Lemma 2.2. The Adams spectral sequence for Q*1"' collapses. Further-

more all extensions, except those given by multiplication by h0 are trivial.

Proof. A theorem of Margolis asserts that if an sJ module Q is H*iX)

for some X, and if ö«aß'©F where F is a free s/ module, then Q is

H*iX'vK) where K is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane object, and H*iX')^Q'.

Hence the free summands in H*iM Pin') cannot give rise to nonzero

differentials, nor nontrivial extensions. Since the differentials must com-

mute with multiplication by hx, they are all 0. The only possible nontrivial

extensions (other than multiplication by h^) are in dimensions congruent to

2 or 3 mod 8.

But Q*m is an 0|p"' module and the only possible nontrivial extensions

in dimensions congruent to 2 mod 8 are [mkr] and [a>ls] where [a>] e

Í2|pin. By induction [r] and [s] have order 2. Since the elements in dim 8rC +

3 which might possibly support nontrivial extensions are just hx times the

elements in %k+2, their extensions must also be trivial.

Q£in' is just the sum of the contributions from each summand. The

10 11       12   13    14
t — s

«3

15

yt

16
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contribution from M®Vj in dimension 4«(J) + 8rV + / is Z2 if 1=2, 3;

Z2n+i if /=0 and Z2ik+t if 1=4, and 0 otherwise. The contribution from

N®v'jin dimension 4«(7)-2 + 8fc+/ is Z2 if/=l, 3,4,7;Z2©Z2 if 7=0,

A:>0, Z2 if 1=0, k=0, Z2ik+2 if 1=2, Z2ik+3 if 1=6, and 0 otherwise. Thus

we have the following table in low dimensions.

or 0 I   0

10 11 12

Z\ © Z2*

3. Geometrical considerations. Recall that in [4] a cobordism theory

A* was introduced, consisting of pairs (M, f), where f is a line bundle

over the oriented manifold M, and ir2(M) = i»'1(|)2. The following theorem

is due to Stong.

Theorem. 3.1.    The sequence

QSpin A* OPin' QSpi,n
^'it-l

M exact, where ß[M]= [M, 1], y [M, Ç] = the class of the submanifold of M

dual to |, and ôiN) is the class of the oriented double cover of N.

Proof. Let En be the total spaces of the fibration induced from the path

fibration by the map f: BSO(n)x BO(l)^KiZ2, 2) with/*(/) = iv2®l + l®

w\. Denote the projection En-+BSOiri)x BOil) by p. Let y„ and £ be the

pullbacks to E„ of the canonical bundles over BSOin) and BO(l). Then as

in [4], Afc=lirnn ^n+k iM'(yr,)). Let Xn be the disc bundles of the pullback

of £ to D(yn) and let Y„ be the disc bundle of the pullback of £ to Siy„).

Then Yn<= X„, and dXn and dYn are the corresponding sphere bundles.

Hence in the stable range there is an exact sequence

^n+kiSXjdYn) ^n+kK-Xnl *n)

TTn+kiXnlYnVdX„) ■irn+k_1idXnldYn)'

(This makes sense since everything is («—1) connected.) But £(£) =

ÄSpin(«), and hence irridXn¡d Yv)=nriM Spin(«)). Similarly n^X/Y)^

7rr(M(y„)). Thus we have two of the three groups identified. Now XJ F„U

dX„~Miyn®£). So we need to identify lim„ nn+kiMiy„®()) with Q£ini.

But there is a commutative diagram

En-^BPin'in + 1)

i I
BSO(n) x BO(l) -* BO(n + 1),
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where the bottom map classifies the product of the canonical bundles, and

both horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences up to dimension «. The

top map is covered by a bundle isomorphism between yn + £ and the

canonical bundle over B Pin'(«+1). This identifies the three groups. The

geometric description of the maps is a simple exercise for the reader.

We now need two lemmas which were essentially proved in [4].

Lemma 3.2. The kernel of ß is the set of those classes in Í2|pm which can

be written as [M] ■ [S1]2, where M is any element of Q*pin and S1 is the

circle with the nonbounding Spin structure.

Lemma 3.3. The element of order 22n+2 in Aln+i is [RPin+1, tj\, where

r¡ is the Hopf bundle.

Theorem 3.4. (a) In Off'[RPin] has order 22n+2 if n is odd, and

22n+l if n is even.

(b) In U¡l;\2[RPin+2] has order 22"+3 if n is even, and 22n+2 if n is odd.

Proof. Use 3.1. ß[RPin+1, r¡]= [RPin]. Since [RPin] has filtration 0 in

Q£Ín', and [ÄF4n+1, r¡] has order 22n+2, [RPin] must have order at least

22"+1. But there is only one such element, and it has the required order.

This proves (a). Let A : Q£in'-»-£2£i?2 be given by A(M) = {fhe submanifold

dual to £©£ with the inherited Pin structure} where £ is the orientation line

bundle. A is a well-defined homomorphism. Note that A([ÄP4"]) =

[RPin~2]. Similarly define A':Q%in^Q,l%. Then A([/cF4n+2])=[ÄP4n].

Now [ÄP"«+i>] has order 22n+4 if« is even, and A'A([ÄF(4n+1>])=[ÄF4"],

which has order 22n+l. Thus [ÄF4"+2] must have order at least 22n+1 and

it must have filtration 0. By 2 there is only one such element, and it must

have the correct order.

Corollary 3.5. The subgroup of£l*m generated by elements of order

greater than two is just the subgroup generated by the products [Mj] x

[RPin] where Mj is the generator element in Q*pm described in 1. The same

is true for Pin with RPin replaced by RPin+2.

Theorem 3.6. The image of f^ : Q*1"'—>-?(.,. is the set of cobordism classes

all of whose Stiefel-Whitney numbers involving h'2+m'i vanish.

Proof. Since the Adams spectral sequence for Q£'n' is trivial, and

f*:H*iMO)^H*iM Pin')  is  onto,  Theorem  6.2  of  [2]  implies that

ImííiT"' -* Oc J = {g e TTniMO) \ ¿*(Ker /*) = 0 6 //*(*")}.

The argument on p. 468 of [2] shows that this set is precisely those classes

whose numbers divisible by Wx-I-h^ vanish.
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